A new Australian Shiraz wine product containing Ganoderma lucidum extract:
Chemical composition, sensory profiles and wine consumer acceptance.
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Background and Aims

Ganoderma lucidum (GL), a traditional Asian medicinal mushroom, has been
widely produced in various forms of products1 due to the reported positive
health effects of its bioactive compounds2. However, there are few studies
reporting the application of GL in fermented beverages as well as sensory
characteristics or consumer preference of GL wine products.
This study aimed to
• Investigate novel Shiraz red wines for the Australian and Asian markets,
made with GL extract at different stages of fermentation.

 Impact of GL on sensory profile of wines from RATA analysis
Wines with 0 or 1 g/L additions were described as having more red fruit,
floral and confectionery aromas and flavours, smooth mouthfeel, and sweet
taste. Wines with 2 g/L additions were more herbaceous, with green
capsicum, peppery, spicy and jammy notes, whereas wines made with preor post-fermentation addition of 4 g/L GL were dominated by savoury,
woody, toast, tobacco and mushroom aromas and flavours, higher
astringency and roughness, and bitter taste.
 Correlation between chemical and sensory data of GL extract in wines
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• Determine GL wine products’ sensory profiles in relation to basic chemical
and volatile compound composition.
• Examine consumer acceptance of GL wines.

Materials and Methods

• An online survey was conducted to enhance our understanding of
Australian, Chinese and Vietnamese consumers’ perceptions toward
Australian wines enriched with GL.
• Wines were made from Shiraz grape juice with GL added before and after
fermentation to determine the impact of GL on chemistry and sensory
profiles of novel wines.
• Consumers’ preference was evaluated to determine the chemical and
sensory drivers of consumers’ liking.
 Fermentation design
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 Sensory and consumers’ preference analysis
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Results

Figure 1. PLS regression and score plot of significant volatile aroma compounds (p < 0.05), sensory
attributes (p < 0.05) and chemical analyses for 18 wines made with and without GL extracts added
pre- or not and post-fermentation. X-variables: chemical components, Y-variables; sensory descriptors.
The inner and outer ellipses represent R2 = 50% and 100%, respectively.

 Significant sensory attributes and chemical compounds driving
hedonic clusters of GL wine products - The majority of the predicted
significant drivers including sensory attributes, chemical components and
volatile compounds did not predominantly influence the overall liking
across three hedonic clusters. Positive liking drivers of Cluster 1 were red
appearance and pepper aromas, whereas only tobacco aroma drove
Cluster 2’ s liking.
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 Online survey investigated consumers’ acceptance
Study findings revealed that all participants across three groups (Australian,
Chinese and Vietnamese) accepted the notion that GL wine products would
be worth tasting. In addition, Vietnamese consumers were more interested in
trying novel wines with GL compared other groups.
Figure 2. PLS regression coefficients of 6 wines scored by the overall consumer cohort, volatiles and
the 3 distinguished clusters including Cluster 1 (n = 41); Cluster 2 (n = 37) and Cluster 3 (n =46) (Y
variables). Sensory attributes described by the RATA panel, chemical composition and 8 volatiles
significantly differentiating wines were X variables (some not shown in the graph). Prefix A- = Aroma
attribute; T- = taste; F- = flavour attribute; M- = mouth-feel, Ap- = appearance, FL- = aftertaste (fruit
and non-fruit) intensities of different wine treatments. Drivers are considered the most significant when
the regression coefficients with absolute values are higher than 0.2 and drivers with regression
coefficients less than 0.1 were considered as not important. The majority of drivers of Cluster 3 liking
were negative but none of them was important as their regression coefficients were less than 0.1.

Conclusions

 The Vietnamese consumer group was more interested in new GL wine
products compared to Australian and Chinese groups.
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 New GL wine product sensory profiles were generated by different GL
addition rates at different stages of wine production.
 Chemical and sensory characteristics clearly discriminated wines and
specific volatiles correlated with relevant sensory attributes.
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